SELF ADHESIVE NATURAL LINE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Product characteristics
The products are made from real wood, therefore they may slightly vary in color, texture, wood’s
knots and other surface irregularities that features in a natural product. These variations result in
a desirable aged wood appearance.
For better results, before applying the product to the wall, it is recommended to do a selection of
the pieces, considering their surface look, to mix variations of colors and texture of pieces to
create an harmonious overall look.
General observations
Use: the product is recommended only for indoor applications on walls that do not come
in contact with water, moisture or intense heat source.
It is advisable to apply this product an the end of the project, avoiding contact with other
waste such as dust, paint and other materials.
Acclimate the product in the space where it will be installed for 48 hours prior to
installation. It should not be installed at a temperature below 55 degrees Fahrenheit and
on a surface with more than 8% moisture.
If you need to stock the material, be sure that it is in a covered, dry place, free of sunlight,
on heat, and on top of a pallet.
Wall preparation
The wall should be finished with paint or primer, must be solid, flat, completely dry and
clean.
Internal walls with external infiltration or humidity are required to be waterproofed
before installing Decopainel.
If the surface has been recently painted, be sure to wait until the surface is completely dry
before installation. We recommend at least 72 hours.
Strip off flexible coverings such as wallpaper and scrape away loose paint and clean the
surface to remove any loose dirt and dust.
Tools that you will need
1. Circular saw
2. Plummet

3. Tape
4. Pencil

Installation method
ATTENTION:
Always keep a minimum ¼” distance from the product to the floor, walls and ceiling. This is necessary to
absorb the natural dilatation and contraction of wood material.
.
1. Draw your horizontal and vertical reference lines

Draw a straight horizontal line and a straight vertical line on your wall to use as reference for the
first horizontal and vertical rows of pieces, always keeping a minimum distance of ¼” for the
wall and floor.
2. Start applying your reference piece

Install the first piece aligned to the horizontal and vertical reference line, in order to keep the
necessary dilatation gaps.

3. Install your horizontal reference row

Continue to add pieces along your horizontal reference line until finishing your horizontal reference
row. Keep the pieces edges straight and true to the reference line. When applying the last piece,
keep the dilatation gap to the opposite wall.
4. Install your vertical reference row

Continue to add pieces along your vertical reference line until finishing your vertical reference row.
Keep the pieces edges straight and true to the reference line. When applying the last piece, keep
the dilatation gap to the ceiling.
5. Finish your wall

Continue to add planks working end to end keeping the joints staggered until the wall is
complete.

Special Cares
When applying your piece:
When removing the adhesive liner, avoid touching the adhesive surface. Avoid getting
the adhesive surface dirty or wet;
Align one edge along the guideline or adjacent row keeping the piece at an angle to avoid
sticking to the wall. Check the alignment of the piece. Adjust as necessary;
Gently press the piece to the wall. It takes very little pressure for the piece to stay in
place;
Check the position and when satisfied with the placement press the surface of the piece to
permanently attach it to the wall.
When cutting your piece:
Use an appropriate circular wood saw;
Mark out the reference cut line on the back of the piece, over the adhesive protector liner;
Make the cut on the back side of the piece, aligned to reference cut line.

Cleaning
You can use a soft cloth, a duster or vacuum cleaner. If necessary, use a lightly moistened cloth.
Warranty
This product has a five (5) years warranty, valid from the date of acquisition and covers
manufacturing defects, provided that the installation and use comply with the requirements of
this manual.
For more information contact us through the site www.decopainel.com.br or telephone 55 48
3437 4488.

